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THE PRESIDENT SINGS FOR HIS ALMUERZO  

Jeremiah Reardon            jerebelreardon@msn.com             March 18, 2015  

Standing on the vendor’s table top, my wife, Belinda, and I join half a dozen female fruit 

and produce vendors at Mercado Doce de Abril, on Cuenca’s east side. At the front side of the 

plywood platform, facing the music pavilion, a young man stands with a three year old boy. The 

occasion for the forced intimacy with perfect strangers is the presidential visit by Ecuador’s 

Presidente Rafael Correa, traveling between Guayaquil and Quito.   

My perusal of emails on the morning of August 13, 2014, revealed an invitation from Indira Urgiles, one 

of four sisters who make up Cuenca’s traditional music group, K’Prima. We thoroughly enjoyed the 

group’s performance with the Cuenca symphony orchestra, earlier in the year on Valentine’s Day, prior 

to making the acquaintance of the pretty youngest sister. I became acquainted with Indira while she 

accompanied a North American expat at the national internal revenue office, in her capacity as 

translator. At the SRI office, I gave my email address for future K’prima events, having approached her to 

congratulate her on their ’Dia de Amor’ performance. 

So, I am amazed to discover that Belinda and I would have a rare opportunity this afternoon to attend 

K’Prima’s event honoring the President of Ecuador. Already past 11:00am, Indira told us the event would 

commence at 12:00pm noon. We dashed out into the warm and partly cloudy day, and promptly 

grabbed a cab for the fifteen minute ride.  

The yellow taxi dropped us at the market, in high gear for the Correa’s visit. Overwhelmed by the 

security detail activity, and hearing sounds of recorded music coming from within, we retreated to the 

nearby ‘cervicheria,’ Restaurante Don Raul No.1, and awaited his arrival. We joined others who 

consumed the midday meal, ‘almuerzo. ’ We only ordered cold drinks at a sidewalk table with a prime 

view of the unfolding events for the historic visit.   

After steady activity across the way in the parking area, such as the arrival of army guards with 

automatic weapons, high ranking National Police officers in gold trimmed uniforms, and Province of 

Azuay officials in marked vehicles, we finished our drinks and paid the waiter. As we walked across the 

street, I commented to Belinda, “Maybe he will arrive by helicopter. That cleared parking area now 

could handle the landing of a presidential one!”   

Upon entering the cavernous concrete and steel building covered by double gable roofs, we are 

simultaneously greeted and shuttled by police officers wearing two way radios. The officers are clearing 

out the entrance area by directing visitors to the right, and into the area of produce and fruit vendors. 

The mostly female vendors gather in clusters, abuzz with the highly anticipated stopover, the inaugural 

visit of a president to Mercado Doce de Abril.  
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Looking back in the direction of the large corrugated steel doors, lifted by chains into its metal shroud at 

the top, I notice on the far side wall, a shrine to the Blessed Mother with votive candles for the 

supplicants to light. This is juxtaposed with random graffiti on the whitewashed wall.   

The increased activity in the building and outside in the parking area indicates that the supreme moment 

is about to occur! For us Gringos it is a treasured moment full of emotion to more fully comprehend how 

Ecuador strives to be a socialist government in a democratic republic. “I hope we get a good view of his 

arrival,” I say to Belinda, while preparing my small digital camera. We are now perched upon the 

vendor’s table in order to maximize our view. We determine that we are probably the only Gringos in 

attendance.   

Standing next to a produce stand, we become acquainted with its owner, Noemi, a friendly middle aged 

woman in simple dress. She is resigned to lose of sales but buoyant with pride for her place of business. 

The Mercado is home to approximately 200 vendors, primarily women, some accompanied by babies 

and toddlers. Noemi’s bounty of fresh vegetables and fruits is impressive.   

Directly across from our table is today’s musical entertainment. We see Indira and the group wearing 

beige colored ‘ranchera’ hats accented with a black hat band, and beautiful ponchos in alternating 

colors. Recorded music continues to play over the sound system, and the oldest sister passes the time 

by accompanying it on her guitar.   

Out front, two men wearing suits exit a government four door sedan, and unload from the interior and 

the trunk of the car today’s boxed meals and bottled drinks for invited guests. Tables for about 40 diners 

take center stage in front of the band. Near our prime position, army troops with automatic weapons 

replace the police who are reassigned deeper into the hall along a metal barrier. We are engulfed in a 

sea of brown and green camouflage uniforms. Newsmen, photographers and videographers rush to 

occupy preferred positions.  

The entourage finally pulls up to the door at 1:45pm, for ‘almuerzo’ and politics. Only two SUVs make up 

the escort, preceded by motorcycle highway police officers. A helicopter flies overhead, adding to the 

drama. The President emerges after two others from the rear door of the second vehicle. He wears an 

open collared white dress shirt along with his gray jacket which is embossed with the colorful patch 

proclaiming, “Ecuador. Ama la Vida.” He smiles and waves, making his way to our door! Engulfed by a 

sea of admirers and staff, the military assist in moving him safely towards the entrance.   

I am ready with my camera and photograph blindly, holding it above people crowded on the vendor 

table in between us. Lights flash, and amateur and professional photographers alike make the most of 

the moment to record the President mingling outside in the bright Cuencan afternoon, and moving 

toward his seat in a path created by his security detail. He soon has a microphone in his hand and greets 

the crowd, who call out alternately, ‘Presidente, Presidente!” And with more affection, particularly by 

the children, “Papi, Papi!”  

Rafael Correa starts to work the crowd with his appeal for support. The main point of the visit to Cuenca 

is to plan for the ‘Tranvia,’ the proposed new light rail line through Cuenca’s historic El Centro. “The 
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city’s ‘Tranvia’ is being built with federal funds. The Mayor has to allow the original plan to progress in 

order to receive government payments.” The crowd of mostly indigenous citizens roar in support. It is to 

their economic advantage to have cleaner and more efficient public transportation.  

The president’s charisma is undeniable. He is brimming with enthusiasm and warm heartedness. The 

assembled faithful return it with waves of palpable affection for their hero. On our table Belinda and I 

enjoy the antics of our new acquaintances, who call out and compete for the president’s attention, as he 

nears the dining area. On our treasured perch, we connect with the young man and the little boy. We 

tell him that we know Indira, and he informs us that he is her cousin, looking after her sister’s child.  

I seek picture taking opportunities of both the president and K’Prima, who are now entertaining the 

crowd with traditional Eucardorian songs. Belinda and I enjoy the music and are surprised when Rafael, 

continuing to hold his microphone, joins in on a few of their songs! The President sings for his 

‘almuerzo!’  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  


